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A B S T R A C T

Background: Data regarding anal cutaneous HPV detection among HIV-positive and HIV-negative persons
largely relies on studies among men who have sex with men in limited geographical settings. Understanding the
distribution, determinants, and potential human health effects of anal cutaneous HPV types among men who
have sex with women (MSW) is important.
Methods: Anal canal swab samples from 415 Russian MSW (384 HIV-negative and 31 HIV-positive) were
tested for 43 β-HPVs and 29 γ-HPVs, using a multiplex PCR combined with Luminex technology.
Results: β-HPV was detected in 24.4% and γ-HPV in 15.9% of anal samples of all Russian MSW. In total, 34 β-
HPV and 19 γ-HPV types were detected, with the most commonly detected β-HPV types being 110, 22 and 124
and the most common γ-HPV types being 95, 132 and 50. For both genera, being HIV-positive at the time of
testing was a significant determinant of detection (74.2% for β-HPVs and 48.4% for γ-HPVs compared to 20.1%
and 12.5% in HIV-negative MSW, respectively).
Conclusions: A wide spectrum and moderate prevalence of anal β-HPV and γ-HPV types was found in our
MSW study sample, suggesting that routes other than penile-anal intercourse may be important in cutaneous
HPV transmission.

1. Introduction

Human papillomaviruses (HPV) are a broad and diverse group of
viruses which include types that infect the human mucosa and those
that are present at anatomical cutaneous sites [1]. Currently, 205
HPV types have been identified [2], with the majority belonging
to the Alphapapillomavirus (α), Betapapillomavirus (β), and
Gammapapillomavirus (γ) genera, depending on their epithelial trop-
ism [3]. Mucosal high-risk HPVs belonging to the α-genus are known to
be associated with the development of several types of cancer, includ-
ing anogenital cancer [4]. There is some evidence of the oncogenic
potential of non-α-HPV, cutaneous types based on their proposed and
speculated role in skin cancer (for β-HPVs [5–8] and γ-HPVs [9,10],
respectively). However, compared to α-HPVs, the distribution, etiology,
and possible role of cutaneous types in the development of cancer is

largely unknown.
Several recent studies among men who have sex with men (MSM)

have described a high prevalence and broad spectrum of β- and γ-HPVs
in the anal canal [11–13]. Relatively little, however, was known about
the prevalence of cutaneous HPVs among men who have sex with
women (MSW) until a recent pair of publications using data from the
HPV in men (HIM) study [14,15]. Data from this study not only
suggested an equally high prevalence of β-HPV among both MSM and
MSW, but their results also indicated a wide geographical variation in
prevalence (65.6% in Mexico vs 48.6% in Brazil and 48.7% in the US)
[15].

Further, much of the mechanistic hypotheses regarding cutaneous
HPV transmission to genital sites are speculative, and are based on
studies among MSM and HIV+ populations. Among MSMs, it is
thought that infection primarily occurs mechanistically via penile-anal
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insertion, as evidence points to the transmission of cutaneous HPV
between anatomical sites [14]. However, HIM's recent findings that
MSWs are equally likely to harbour β-HPV, strengthened by the lack of
association between β-HPV prevalence and sexual behaviours, suggest
that alternative transmission routes may exist. Further, among HIV+
individuals, molecular mechanisms are thought to potentiate HPV
penetration into the epithelium, although a larger body of evidence is
needed to better understand this process [16].

The number of studies on anal cutaneous HPVs is remarkably
limited, and information on the anal presence and determinants of
HPVs in males, especially among non-MSM populations, remains
especially unclear. Therefore, the aim of the current retrospective
study is to evaluate the prevalence of anal β- and γ-HPVs in a large
cohort of MSW from Russia, the first such known sample in the Eastern
hemisphere.

2. Methods

2.1. Study population

We retrospectively analysed 415 DNA-positive anal samples ob-
tained from MSWs as part of two clinic-based studies conducted in St.
Petersburg, Russia. The first [17] was a pilot study investigating rectal
Chlamydia LGV infection performed in an infectious disease hospital
providing treatment for HIV+ MSM and MSW, from December 2005 to
January 2006. The second [18] was conducted among men seeking
routine STI testing at the urology units of two university outpatient
clinics, from February 2006 to February 2009. Out of 558 men who

were originally invited to participate, 545 agreed (38 infectious disease
hospital; 507 urology clinic) (Fig. 1). For the purposes of this study, 45
MSMs were excluded from analyses. Of the remaining 500 samples, 85
were found to be absent of β-globin, indicating no DNA was present in
sample, leaving a total of 415 samples for analyses.

Men at both the infectious disease clinic and the urology clinic who
were at least 18 years old (verified by clinic staff upon appointment
registration) and who reported no anorectal disorders were invited to
participate in the study upon entering the clinic exam room, after
which time a medical history and a standard physical examination were
completed. MSW versus MSM status was determined for all partici-
pants through self-report of whether a man had had sex with another
man during his lifetime (MSM) or not (MSW). Urological participants
also completed a questionnaire concerning sexual behaviour (age at the
time of sexual debut and number of lifetime sex partners); data on
sexual behaviour were not available for infectious disease hospital
participants.

HIV status was determined for infectious disease hospital patients
by referring to the most recent test performed as part of their clinical
care. For urology participants, a blood sample was taken for HIV
testing at the time of enrollment. All participants having received an
HIV+ test prior to this study were receiving HAART therapy at the time
of enrollment.

All participants provided written informed consent, during which
the anonymity of their data, especially in regards to its sexual nature,
was stressed. The institutional review board of St. Petersburg Medical
Academy of Postgraduate Studies approved the study.

DNA samples and questionnaire data were anonymized, and no

Fig. 1. Flow chart of study population selection. HIV-: HIV-negative, HIV+: HIV-positive; MSW: men who have sex with women, MSM: men who have sex with men: HPV: Human
papillomavirus.
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study personnel besides the principle investigator had access to
participants’ identifying information.

3. Collection of samples and DNA extraction

To sample the anal canal, a urethral brush wetted with phosphate
buffered saline was inserted 1.5–2.0 centimetres from the anal verge of
the canal and rotated 180° to the right and left. The swab was removed
from the anal canal and then rinsed in 1000 µl of phosphate buffered
saline in each of two separate tubes. The first sample was used for the
detection of STIs, when applicable (MSM and HIV+ men). The second
was placed in a refrigerator at 4 °C. At the end of the day, the samples
were transferred to a −20 °C freezer and stored until HPV testing.

Using a 100 µl aliquot of the original anal sample, DNA was
extracted in the laboratory of the Department of Laboratory Medicine
at Karolinska Institutet (Stockholm, Sweden), using a freeze-thaw-boil
procedure, as previously described [19]. The frozen DNA samples were
shipped on dry ice to the laboratory of the Group of Infections and
Cancer Biology at IARC (Lyon, France) for β- and γ-HPV-specific
genotyping.

4. Detection and genotyping of HPV

Anal samples were tested for the presence of HPVs using type-
specific polymerase chain reaction (PCR) bead-based multiplex geno-
typing (TS-MPG) assays that combine multiplex PCR and Luminex
technology (Luminex Corp., Austin, TX, USA), as described elsewhere
[15,20–24]. The multiplex type-specific PCR method uses specific
primers for the detection of 43 β-HPVs (species β−1: 5, 8, 12, 14,
19, 20, 21, 24, 25, 36, 47, 93; β−2: 9, 15, 17, 22, 23, 37, 38, 80, 100,
104, 107, 110, 111, 113, 120, 122, 145, 151; β−3: 49, 75, 76, 115; β−4:
92; β−5: 96, 150) and 29 γ-HPVs (species γ−1: 4, 65, 95; γ−2: 48; γ−3:
50; γ−4: 156; γ−5: 60, 88; γ−6: 101, 103, 108; γ−7: 109, 123, 134, 149;
γ−8: 112, 119; γ−9: 116, 129; γ−10: 121, 130, 133; γ−11: 126; γ−12:
127, 132, 148; γ−13: 128; γ−14: 131; and HPV-SD2 [25]). HPV type
species were classified according to de Villiers [3]. Two primers for the
amplification of the β-globin gene were included to provide a positive
control for the quality of the DNA in the sample [26]. Following
multiplex PCR amplification, 10 µl of each reaction mixture was
analysed by multiplex genotyping using the Luminex technology
[20,23].

5. Statistical analysis

In total, 545 out of 558 men who were invited (97.7%) agreed to

participate (Fig. 1), including 38 HIV+ patients.
According to the questionnaire given, if a man reported having had

sex (anal or oral) with other men during his lifetime he was categorized
as MSM. If he reported having sex with only women, he was classified
as MSW. Of those enrolled, 500 men (91.7%) reported being MSW and
45 (8.3%) MSM. To avoid the confounding effect of MSM versus MSW,
MSMs (n=45) were excluded from the analyses. In addition, 85 men
having β-globin-negative samples were excluded, resulting in 385 men
in the present analysis; 31 HIV+ and 354 HIV-.

This analysis examined the prevalence of β- and γ-HPV types in a
population of HIV+ and HIV- MSW, as well as associations between
these types and sociodemographic characteristics. The proportions of
β- and γ-HPVs were calculated overall and by HIV status. Odds Ratios
(OR) and 95% confidence intervals (CI) were calculated using logistic
regression to assess associations. Specifically, separate univariate
logistic regression was used to evaluate the association between β-
and γ-HPV and HIV status (positive versus negative). Univariate and
multivariate logistic regression was also used to evaluate the associa-
tion between β- and γ-HPV detection (separately) and age, age at
sexual debut, and number of lifetime sexual partners (categorical)
among HIV-negative participants. All analyses were completed using
Stata versions 11.0 and 14.0 (StataCorp, College Station, TX, USA).

6. Results

Among the sample of 385 MSW, the median age was 31.5 years
(range 18–60), the median age at sexual debut was 17.5 years (range
9–27, 61.8% between ages 16–19) and the median number of sexual
partners was 15 (range 1–700).

The overall prevalence of β- and γ-HPVs was 24.4% (n=94) and
13.8% (n=53), respectively (Table 1). Among the 354 HIV- MSW, anal
β-HPV positivity was 20.1% (n=71) and anal γ-HPV positivity was
10.7% (n=38) (Table 1). Among the 31 HIV+ MSW, β-HPV positivity
was 74.2% (n=23) and γ-HPV positivity was 48.4% (n=15). Multiple β-
infections were more prevalent in HIV+ than in HIV- MSW (56.5% vs
21.1%) (Table 1). Due to the lack of the sociodemographic (age) and
sexual behaviour characteristics collected from HIV+ MSW, only
univariate analyses are presented. β- and γ-HPV types were signifi-
cantly more likely to be detected in the anal samples of HIV+ compared
to HIV- MSW, with an odds ratio of 11.46 (95%CI: 4.92–26.69) and
7.80 (95%CI: 3.57–17.02) for β- and γ-HPV, respectively.

With regard to β-HPV, 34 out of 43 β-HPV types were detected
among the MSW studied. The most frequently detected β-HPVs among
HIV- MSW were HPV types 110 (2.0%), 124 (2.0%) and 22 (0.9%).
Among HIV+ MSW, HPV types 22 (25.8%), 12 (19.4%), 38 (19.4%)

Table 1
Univariate and multivariate associations between HIV status and likelihood of having any β- or γ-HPV detected in anal samples of n=385 MSW.

β-HPVa γ-HPVa

any >1 Unadjusted any >1 Unadjusted
β-HPV β-HPVb OR γ-HPV γ-HPVb OR

HIV status (%)

HIV- 71/354 15/71 ref 38/354 8/38 ref
(20.1) (21.1) (10.7) (21.1)

HIV+ 23/31 13/23 11.46 15/31 2/15 7.80
(74.2) (56.5) (4.92–26.69) (48.4) (13.3) (3.57–17.02)

Total number (%)

94/385 28/94 53/385 10/53
(24.4) (29.8) (13.8) (18.9)

HIV-: HIV-negative; HIV+: HIV-positive
a Includes participants who had at least one interpretable (β-globin positive) anal sample for any of the two HPV genus types tested (β-HPVs, and γ-HPVs)
b Among participants who tested positive for that genera of HPV
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and 5 (16.1%) were most frequently detected (Fig. 2). On the level of
species, β2-HPV was most common among both HIV- and HIV+ MSW
(Fig. 2).

A total of 19 out of 29 γ-HPV types were detected. The most
commonly detected γ-HPV types were 95, 132, 50 in HIV- MSW and
types 148, 133, 123 and 50 in HIV+ MSW (Fig. 3). Among HIV- MSW,
HPV species γ−1 was the most common among HIV- and γ-HPV
species 10, 7, 6 and 12 were most common among HIV+. γ-HPV
species 4 and 13 were found only among HIV+ men.

A multivariate analysis was conducted among the 384 HIV- MSW
(Table 2). The adjusted ORs for the association between total number
of lifetime female sexual partners and β-HPV positivity varied from
2.66 (6–10 partners; 95%CI: 1.00–7.03) to 4.54 (95%CI: 1.74–11.87).

No significant association was seen between number of lifetime sexual
partners and detection of γ-HPV (Table 2). In addition, later age at
sexual debut was not significantly associated with anal β-HPV or γ-
HPV infection.

7. Discussion

We found cutaneous β- and γ-HPV types to be relatively common in
the anal canal of Russian MSW men (24% and 14%, respectively). Our
findings follow those from a pair of publications on HPV prevalence in
the HIM study across three countries in the Western hemisphere,
Mexico, Brazil and the USA, reported β-HPV prevalences of 65.6%,
48.6%, and 48.7%, respectively [15] Findings of 66% and 27% β-HPV

Fig. 2. Genotype-specific prevalence for β- HPVs by HIV status. HIV-: HIV-negative, HIV+: HIV-positive.

Fig. 3. Genotype-specific prevalence for γ-HPVs by HIV status. HIV-: HIV-negative, HIV+: HIV-positive.
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prevalence in Spain and Italy have also been reported [12,13]. The
current study is the largest known cohort of MSW from the Eastern
hemisphere tested for a broad range of β- and γ- HPV types using
technology similar to the aforementioned studies (Luminex). Taken
together, these findings suggest a large variation in cutaneous HPV
prevalence worldwide.

A low number of MSM enrolled in this study, and were therefore
excluded from the main analyses. Discrimination against MSM popula-
tions in the country is a possibility, thus limiting their inclusion in large
research efforts at present [27,28]. However, data from other studies
shows that HPVs were detected more often in MSM than MSW [11,29].
These findings suggest that penile-anal sexual activity might indeed
result in acquiring cutaneous HPV infections in some individuals, but
the relatively common detection of these types in MSW does not allow
this theory to entirely describe transmission.

Several hypotheses might explain transmission of cutaneous HPV
types to the anal canal among MSW. Cutaneous HPV virions may be
transmitted to the anal canal from other parts of the body that harbour
active infections, as the presence of HPV DNA does not necessarily
indicate the presence of infectious virus [30]. Indeed, cutaneous HPV is
commensal by nature, and commonly detected in many regions of the
body, including but not limited to the oral cavity [31] and gargles [32],
nostril [32] and oesophageal [33] mucosa. Supportive of a role for non-
sexual transmission routes, neither the HIM study [14,15] nor our
results found any strong associations between sexual activity and HPV
detection. Another hypothesis is that HPV transmission could occur via
sexual transmission but through routes apart from penile-anal, such as
finger-genital transmission via self- or partner-initiated inoculation
[15,34,35]. Unfortunately, men in our study were not asked to provide
details concerning routine sexual practices that could involve anal
touching (frequency of anal touching, use of sex toys, etc.). Future
studies among MSM and MSW evaluating both non-sexual and sexual
transmission routes including self-inoculation could be helpful in
further establishing probable transmission routes.

Other limitations of our study do exist. For one, it is possible that
men did not fully disclose sexual relations with other men, which could
have effectively led to misclassification of MSM versus MSW. However,
it is unlikely that this accounts for all MSW participants in whom HPV
was detected. Further, due to the transient nature of HPV infection, it is
likely that current infection status is due to recent sexual activity than
lifetime sexual history. Therefore, it is possible among our study

population that MSW versus MSM classification based on lifetime
report of having ever had sex with another man was not entirely
representative of recent sexual activity, leading to a potential loss of
information among men who were MSM but whose recent behaviour
was more similar to MSW activities, for example. Also, we were not
able to collect data on key sociodemographic and sexual risk factors for
HIV+ subjects, and were therefore limited in our ability to make any
interpretations of adjusted risk among this population. Finally, the
commensal nature of cutaneous HPV makes it inherently much more
difficult to establish associations between its prevalence and important
determinants compared to α-HPVs. Thus, we can only continue to
accumulate evidence to build on this topic to move beyond this
limitation.

Evidence regarding the relationship between anal cutaneous HPVs
and HIV status is still building. In one prospective study, HIV+ status
was significantly associated with a higher prevalence of anal β-HPV
infection among the 135 Slovenian MSM [11]. In contrast, a study of
609 Italian MSM showed no significant association between β- and γ-
HPV infection and HIV status, socio-demographic or sexual behavioral
factors [12]. However, enrolled HIV+ were older than HIV- MSM and
most of them were receiving combined antiretroviral therapy at the
time of sampling [12]. In the current study, anal prevalence β- and γ-
HPV detection was significantly higher in HIV+ than in HIV- men,
although the low sample size of HIV+ is recognized as a limitation.
Future studies with larger sample sizes may be able to strengthen the
evidence base of the relationship between HIV and cutaneous HPV.

The current study provides additional evidence that cutaneous
HPVs are a relatively common finding in the anal canal of MSW,
favouring the hypothesis that transmission routes other than penile-
anal exist for these types of HPV. Preliminary comparison with other
recent findings indicates that it is possible that their prevalence in men
worldwide could vary (Table 3). However, it must be acknowledged
that direct comparisons between this and other studies should be
regarded with caution as the laboratory techniques used may differ
across studies as may do the choice of underlying population with
regard to α-HPV infection status. Nevertheless, we believe that under-
standing the difference in prevalence across populations is the first step
to understanding the etiology of cutaneous HPV infection.
Understanding determinants of infection and high-risk groups is also
potentially important information as we continue to refine our knowl-
edge of the role of cutaneous HPVs in shared and distinct pathways for

Table 2
Univariate and multivariate associations between sociodemographic and sexual behaviour risk factors and having β-HPVs or γ-HPVs detected of anal samples of n=354 HIV-negative
MSW.

Background characteristica,b Total number (%) β-HPVa γ-HPVa

Unadjusted OR Adjusted ORc Unadjusted OR Adjusted ORc

Age
18–24 71 (20.2) 1 1 1 1
25–29 88 (25.1) 2.26 (0.97–5.29) 1.95 (0.82–4.64) 0.46 (0.17–1.27) 0.43 (0.15–1.20)
30–34 92 (26.2) 1.32 (0.54–3.22) 1.04 (0.41–2.63) 0.51 (0.19–1.35) 0.47 (0.17–1.30)
35–39 48 (13.7) 2.02 (0.76–5.32) 1.32 (0.47–3.74) 0.77 (0.26–2.24) 0.57 (0.18–1.80)
40+ 52 (14.8) 2.03 (0.78–5.27) 1.32 (0.48–3.62) 0.70 (0.24–2.03) 0.57 (0.18–1.80)

Age at sexual debut
< 16 62 (17.7) 1 1 1 1
16–19 217 (61.8) 1.47 (0.67–3.21) 1.81 (0.80–4.11) 0.96 (0.39–2.35) 1.10 (0.43–2.81)
20+ 72 (20.5) 1.79 (0.73–4.36) 2.69 (1.00–7.25) 0.83 (0.27–2.52) 1.04 (0.31–3.54)

Number of lifetime sexual partners
0–5 76 (21.8) 1 1 1 1
6–10 78 (22.4) 2.35 (0.90–6.13) 2.66 (1.00–7.03) 0.97 (0.32–2.92) 0.98 (0.32–2.99)
11–20 73 (20.9) 4.06 (1.60–10.27) 4.54 (1.74–11.87) 1.06 (0.35–3.19) 1.10 (0.36–3.40)
> 20 122 (35.0) 2.80 (1.15–6.80) 3.63 (1.40–9.41) 1.60 (0.63–4.05) 1.65 (0.59–4.58)

a Includes participants who had at least one interpretable (β-globin positive) anal sample for any of the two HPV genus types tested (β-HPV and γ-HPV gamma)
b The following variables had missing values: age (4 missing); age at sexual debut (4 missing); number of lifetime sexual partners (6 missing)
c Adjusted for age, age at sexual debut, and number of lifetime sex partners
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cancer pathogenesis [36], in particular through activation of DNA
damage and TLR9 signalling pathways. Interestingly, β-HPV type 38
was recently discovered to the property of repressing the TLR9
signalling pathway in common with oncogenic viruses [8].

In summary, our findings indicate that β- and γ-HPV types may be
relatively common in the anal canal of MSW men. Therefore, knowl-
edge regarding β- and γ-HPV types and their distribution in diverse
male populations is essential for developing a better understanding of
the natural history, transmission dynamics, and the potential role of
different HPV types as co-factors in the development of anogenital
malignancies.
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